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Residual (-ray-emitting radio-nuclides in components 

of the RIKEN 160 em cyclotron and its surrounding 

facilities have been measured with HPGe detector. 

These measurements were made before decommissioning 

Table 1 r-ray dose measured around the cyclotron. 

Alphabets indicate detection points. (see Fig.l) 

Detection Nal scintillation 
of the cyclotron and its surrounding facilities at 

about one year after the shutdown of the machine. 
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The RIKEN 160 em cyclotron was shut down at the 

end of April 1990 after 23 years operation.During 

years the cyclotron was typically in use for 4000 

5000 hours/year and produced beams of p,d, 3 He,~He 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the accelerating chamber arrancrnont and 

beam transport system 

1 ,Side yokc;2,Dnes;3,Coiltank;4,RF-dcflector;5,Beam focusing magnetic 

channel;6,Ion source;7,Bcam probe;8,32"oil diffusion pump;9,Boam exit 

flange;10,Exhaust pipe for ion sourco;11,0scillator tank;12,Gate drop 

probc;13,Winch 
A,B,C,D,E,F and G indicate points measuring f-ray. G point is 

outside the bottom part of diffusion pump. 

Alphabets of small letter indicate points smeared. 

a,b,c,d;deflector eloctrode,a,f:soptum ele6trodc,g,h,i,j:Dees 

k,l,m,n:earth plate,o,p,q,r:insid8 the slit box. 
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were reported in the other literaturd1.Accelerated 
beam ~nergies ranged from 5 to 16 MeV at p,8 to 25 
MeV at d,18 to 45 MeV at 3 He ~nd 16 to 50 MeV at ~He, 
and the internal currents of these beams were 10 to 
50}'-A.Heavy ions were accelerated at the energy from 
60 to 150 MeV,and the average internal currents were 
about 1efA.At these energies and currents measurable 
levels of radioactivity were produced in the cyclotr
on and its surrounding facilities.For purpose of 
discussing possible decommissio~ing of these facilit
ies,it was necessary that there be available quantit
ative information on the degree of radioactivation. 
Some related studies of induced radioactivity in 
cyclotron laboratories have appeared in the literatu
re:>J3?but there is sufficient variation from one 

Table 2 Assi~ned radio-nuclides in the ~-ray 
soectrum measured at point F. 

Peak no. Peak energy Nuclide 
(KeVl 

l. 5ll 
2. 834 >+-Mn 

3. 1037 S"6co 
4. 1 1 15 65"zn 

5. "73 bO Co 

6. 1238 06 Co 
7. 1272 l2.Na 

8. 1330 4°Co 

Ty~ 

312d 
77d 

244d 
5.27y 

2.6y 

Table 3 Assigned radio-nuclides in the ~-ray 
spectrum measured at detection points 
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laboratory to another to require independent measure
ments for the 160 em cyclotron before items can be 
released for disposal. 
Me~surements were made with three methods. At 1st 

radiation dose rate of several points outside the 
cyclotron and the slit box in the beam transport 
system were measured,and then ~-ray spectrum were 
measured with HPGe detector at the same points.Radio
activities in several materials inside the vacuum 
chamber were studied by measurement of smeared 
samples. 

Measurement 

Measurement of radiation dose rate 

f-ray dose rate were measured at various points 
(A-G)outside the cyclotron in the same height as beam 
line and the slit box as shown in Fig. 1 with an ioni
zation chamber survey meter and Nai scintillation 
survey meter. Table 1 summarizes dose rates measured. 
Measurement of ~-ray spectrum 
t-ray spectrum were measured with HPGe detector at 

various points(A-G) to assign the radio-nuclides. 
Fig.2 shows a l-ray spectrum measured at point F.The 
peak energies of the spectrum observed in Fig.2 and 
the assigned nuclides are listed in Table 2.Table 3 
shows assigned nuvlides at all points measured (A-G). 
Radioactive nuclides inside the vacuum chamber 
~-ray spectra of small samples smeared from several 

materials inside the vacuum chamber were measured.The 
r-ray spectrum of sample a is shown in Fig.3 and the 
assigned nuclides are listed in Table 4.The Table 5 
shows assigned nuclides in all smeared saples. 

Discussion and conclusion 

The cyclotron and its surrounding facilities are 
made of iron(Fe),copper(Cu) and stainless steel(Fe, 
Ni ,Cr). Radioactive nuclides assigned are :uNa,S""'Mn, 

.t'co,'°Co,and''"zn. 6rzn andS"6co are supposed to be 
produced by the charged particle induced reactions 

&s-cu(p,n) .''cu(d,2n) and t'Fe(p,n) ,nFe(d,2n) ,respective-
ly.On the other handS~n and6oco are supposed to be 
produced by the neutron induced reactions~Fe(n,p), 
and '"cu(n,fl ,60Ni (n,p) ,'1co(n,r) ,respectively.b>zn is 
supposed to be produced at the surface of copper 

Channel number 

Fig.2 f-ray spectrum measured at point F. 
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electrods and therefore.most of radioactive 
nuclide~ of smeared samples were Uzn. 

The front part of the seotum electrode was made of 
tun~sten metal strio of 45 mm x 900 mm x 0.5 mm and 
the ~ap distance between the electrode and the defl
ector electrode was set to about 10 mm. Therefore, 
some samples smeared out from the deflector and the 
septum had radioactive nuclides 1" 2Ta,lt)Re,1tlj,Re and 

1~os which were produced from tungsten by nuclear 
reactions. 

Dose rates around the cyclotron and the constittient 
nuclides were found before decommissioning of the 
160 em cyclotron and its surrounding facilities at 
about one year after the shutdown of the machine. As 
was expected, we found only long lived nuclides, 
because the cooling time was so long to ensure the 
safety of the workmen who would be engage in the 
decomposition. 

Though r-ray dose rates around the cyclotron are 
not appreciable, quantity of the radioactivities 
found inside the cyclotron, most of which were6$zn 
and'0co are not so low level. We decided not to 
decompose the cyclotron, but to decompose its surro
unding facilities. 
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Table 4 Assigned radio-nuclides in the a-ray 
spectrum measured at the sample smeared out from 
the a point. 

Peak energy 
(KeY) 

67 
100 
162 
209 
2 52 
292 
511 
646 

1115 

Nuc I ide 

1 ~2. Ta 
/t2Ta 
Jt3 Re 
lg'f""Re 
1t~"" Re 
It~-Re 

,ts- Os 
bS"Zn 

115d 

70tl 
166d 

94d 
244d 

Table 5 Assigned radio-nuclides in the o -ray 
spectrum measured from smeared samples 

smearetl sample Nuc I ide 

a 
b 

c 
d 

e 
f 

g ,h, i 'j 
k, I ,m,n 

0 

p 

q 

r 

Channel number 
4095 

Fi~.3 ~-ray spectrum of the sample a smeared out 
from the defiector electrode. 


